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GENERAL TRANSISTOR/GENERAL INSTRUMENT

Historic Transistors from Radio Receptor, General Transistor and General Instrument:
General Transistor (GT) was one of the most successful and technologically advanced manufacturers of
germanium computer transistors in the 1950s. This company also exemplifies the rapid changes in corporate
ownership and spinoffs during the first days of transistor development. General Transistor was formed in
1954 by Herman Fialkov and others as a spinoff from Radio Receptor (RR), a small manufacturer of
semiconductor products that had been one of the original 1952 licensees of transistor technology from
Western Electric. Throughout the 1950s, until a corporate merger and name change with General Instrument
(GI) in the early 1960s, General Transistor developed and sold millions of the most advanced germanium
computer transistors available at the time. Shown above are examples of historic transistors manufactured
by these three early transistor companies. At upper left is a very rare RR prototype point contact transistor
from 1951/1952. The RR21 is a plastic-cased audio transistor introduced by Radio Receptor in 1953; the more
advanced metal-cased RR87 followed in early 1955. General Transistor devices are shown at upper right
beginning with the mid-1950s GT81 mounted in a soldered heat-sink. The UFC760 is dated 1956 and represents
a major business success for GT in supplying large quantities of computer transistors to Univac (UFC is a
designation for Univac File Computer). The GT759 and 2N519A GT transistors are from 1957 and 1958. The
bottom row of devices illustrates additional examples of GT transistors from the late 1950s (2N43, 2N44 and
2N317) as well as the transition to General Instrument transistors in the 1960s (GT/GI109, GIT 2N1305 and
GT/GI 2N501. The remarkable story of the advanced computer transistors produced by these intertwined
and pioneering companies provides an important view into the technology and evolving corporate relationships
of the first years of transistor history.
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Early Radio Receptor Transistors: Above are sections of an ad from the June 1953 issue of Teletech
magazine. The first commercial germanium junction transistors, such as the Raytheon CK722, were just
becoming available at this time, and RR was an early leader with the RR14, RR20 and RR21 shown in the ad.
Other RR devices featured in this ad include junction power transistors, photo transistors, and point contact
transistors. This was a very broad product offering for such a small company and established RR as an
important leader in early transistor research.
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Hearing Aids, Radios and Computers: The first large
scale commercial use of transistors was hearing aids.
Most early transistor manufacturers developed low
speed PNP alloy junction devices that were best suited
for this market – shown at upper left is the component
view of the Zenith “Royal M” hearing aid introduced in
1954. This particular unit uses two RR type RH20
transistors, dated 1954 week 29. A Philco 2N47
transistor is also used. Building on the hearing aid
presence established by RR, General Transistor also
sold devices for this application. For example, the
Acousticon model A340 hearing aid was sold initially
with RR transistors but continued in 1956 with GT
devices. Unlike RR, GT supplied transistors to radio
manufacturers, either as original types or as
replacements. An interesting example is shown above
on the cover of the 1957 edition of Electronic
Experimenter’s Handbook, which shows a hobbyist
radio project with three GT 81 transistors. RR and GT
used the proprietary “RR” and “GT” numbering systems
as well as the more standard “2N” technique – see the
2N37 and RR157 above left and the GT 122, 2N43 and
the 2N604 at right. RR advertised a series of
computer transistors in 1955 (see ad at left). GT
greatly expanded on the computer transistor lineup
throughout the 1950s, and became known as a leading
supplier of high speed switching types. The 2N604
above is an example of an advanced GT “drift” type
computer device from 1961.
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Evolution of RR, GT and GI Transistor Types: In addition to the industry standard “2N” numbering system,
Radio Receptor and General Transistor also used the proprietary “RR” and “GT” sequence on many transistor
types. These in-house numbers could be updated quite rapidly and were sometimes used inconsistently to
identify different or evolving transistor types with similar numbers. For example, the top photo illustrates
several versions of the GT81 transistor type that were produced by GT in the 1950s. The upper left unit
mounted in the soldered heatsink was one of the first types sold by GT, appearing as early as 1955. This type
was continued for several years, but the case type changed as shown by the TO-9 version at upper right, dated
1958. The smaller GT81, dated 1957 and sometimes labeled as GT81H, was intended for the hearing aid market.
The GT81HSR, also dated 1957, was a high speed (HS) version of the GT81 – the “R” suffix was frequently
used by GT to indicate a selected parameter or a type supplied in a different case type. The lower photo
illustrates the evolution of a unique RR/GT/GI device, the phototransistor, from the first version, the RR66
at left, introduced in 1954/55, compared with the similar glass-cased GT 2N318 in center, dated 1958. Due
to the popularity of this unique transistor type, GT introduced improved versions with a smaller metal case,
labeled as 2N469 (not shown above). GI continued to manufacture this product type into the 1960s, as
illustrated by the units at far right, dated 1965. This sequence of device types, beginning with the Radio
Receptor RR66, through the later 1950s with the General Transistor 2N318 and 2N469, and finally with similar
devices produced by General Instrument in the 1960s, well illustrates the unique and historic relationship for
these early and influential transistor companies.
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GT81: The first GT transistors began to appear in 1955, shortly after the corporate spinoff from Radio
Receptor. The “Transistor Specification Chart”, published in the September 1955 issue of Teletech
magazine, is one of the first industry publications with available GT transistors listed. This list identifies
the following General Transistor model numbers (GT 14, 20, 24, 34, 81, 81H, 760, 761, 762, 83, 87, 88 and
122) and (2N34, 36, 37, 38 39, 40, 42, 44, 45, 63, 64 and 65). The GT81 devices, shown above left, are very
early examples of the first GT transistors. These units were originally packaged in a GT transistor box lot
of 100, identified on the box as GT81. These early GT transistors were intended for low frequency switching,
audio and general purpose use, with cross reference to such better known types as the RCA 2N109. Of
special note is the soldered heat sink which would allow higher power output from these transistors, likely
for use as audio output in a radio or phonograph, or low speed solenoid driver in a computer application. The
GT81 included in your kit is a rare example of one of the first GT transistors.
2N43/2N44: Beginning with the first 1955 GT transistors, some of the important product types offered
were popular model numbers developed by other transistor companies and second sourced by GT. For
example, in 1953 General Electric introduced a very popular line of PNP alloy junction transistors, the 2N43,
2N44 and 2N45, which were widely used for many years in a variety of commercial, military and data
processing applications. GT introduced its own versions of these transistors, which were part of the GT
product line throughout the 1950s. The GT 2N44 shown above right is dated 1957, week 41, and the GT
2N43 shown above is dated 1959, week 48. Note the “pinched-top” case style of the 2N44. The original
General Electric 2N43/44/45 series of transistors also had this case style, which was the result of an
evacuated case with a remaining exhaust tube. GT copied this case style as shown above, but this appears
to have been for cosmetic reasons only, with no actual case evacuation. In 1959, both GE and GT abandoned
the “pinched-top” case and used the classic “top hat” style as shown with the 2N43 above.
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GT Computer Transistors in 1957: By the end of 1957, GT had greatly expanded its line of transistors beyond
the approximately 25 types available in 1955. The October 1957 issue of Electronic Industries and Teletech
contains a comprehensive list of the commercial transistors from U.S. companies, and the General Transistor
listing identifies 60 or so specific transistor types. By this time, GT had begun to specialize in computer
transistors. Note the ad above from the December 1957 issue of Computers and Automation magazine.
Multiple case styles were manufactured by GT, and these are illustrated in the ad. For example, the “pinchedtop” unit at top was developed initially in 1953 by General Electric and GT used this same case style for the
GE types second-sourced by GT. The middle case style is similar to the more modern JEDEC TO-22 case and
was used originally by Radio Receptor. The bottom transistor case is the most common 1950s GT case style
and is similar to the JEDEC TO-9. Note also the extensive list of typical computer applications that these GT
transistors could perform. With such a broad range of transistor types introduced by the end of 1957, GT
had become a leading manufacturer of germanium computer transistors.
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Univac File Computer and GT Transistors: Above are sections of an ad from the December 1956 Teletech
publication, illustrating the importance of General Transistor to the reliable operation of the new Univac File
Computer (UFC). Remington Rand Univac had begun work on the UFC in 1955, with the design goal of developing
a computer combining data processing with large storage capacity and random access. This mid-1950s time
frame coincided with the transition of first generation vacuum tube based computers to second generation
solid state computers. General Transistor was well positioned to provide production quantities of both NPN
and PNP high speed switching transistors to Univac for use in the UFC and other early solid state computers
under development at that time – this was a successful relationship between the two companies, and Univac
became the first major customer of General Transistor. A single Univac computer system, including the
central processing or logic unit and associated peripherals, could contain tens of thousands of individual
transistors, so this market provided the basis for rapid expansion by GT, beginning in 1956 and continuing
throughout the 1950s until the emergence of the first IC based computers in the 1960s.
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Early High Speed GT Computer Transistors: 1957 was a productive year for General Transistor, with many
new computer transistors released for commercial sale. The February 1957 ad shown above, from the February
1957 Computers and Automation magazine, highlights some examples of the new types of GT computer
transistors made available during this time frame. Tentative specifications for the 2N315/6/7 line of GT
transistors were published in January 1957, and the formal registration with JEDEC by General Transistor of
these types was done in March 1957. According to the GT technical material supplied to JEDEC, these three
types were documented as PNP germanium alloy transistors intended primarily for applications where high
speed, high current switching is of paramount importance. The performance of these three types is similar,
with cutoff frequency/switching speed listed as ranging from 20MC for the 2N317, 12MC for the 2N316 and
5MC for the 2N315. The text of the ad provides some insight into 1950s germanium computer transistor
design challenges, with comments related to drive current capability, series resistance, reliability and switching
speed. Another interesting statement in the ad is the claim that “GT is the largest supplier of transistors
for computers”. Other semiconductor companies that were creditable competitors with GT for this large and
expanding market of computer transistors were CBS, General Electric, Raytheon, Sylvania and Texas
Instruments. It is likely that GT’s large scale supply of computer transistors to Univac was a major factor in
the success of General Transistor for this market.
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2N317/2N357:
Unlike many other 1950s germanium computer transistor manufacturers, General
Transistor produced both PNP and NPN alloy junction devices. This was an important technological advantage
for GT because solid state computer circuit designers often used both types. The 2N317 shown above left
is a PNP type and the 2N357 shown above center is an NPN type – these transistors represented product
families (2N315, 2N316 and 2N317) and (2N356, 2N357 and 2N358) with similar performance
characteristics, but opposite polarities (PNP vs NPN). The devices included in your kit are dated 1957 or
1958 and are early production examples of GT high performing germanium computer transistors. Your kit
will contain either a 2N317 (PNP) or 2N357 (NPN).
These transistors were designed for computer
applications where high speed, high current switching was of paramount importance, and were used widely in
commercial computers. Examples of computers using these transistors include the Norden Scribe II
(2N317), SAAB Sank 1 (2N317 and 2N358) and the RCA 300 (2N357).
GT Transistor New in Box (NIB): Throughout the 1950s, it was common for transistor manufacturers to
use individual cardboard/paper boxes or packages for each transistor, often developing highly colorful
graphics as a marketing technique. General Transistor was known for its striking transistor packaging design,
which was used to highlight the computer/data processing applications for GT transistors. Shown above
right is an example of the classic orange and black GT transistor package, which was decorated with a
computer punch card or paper tape reader dot pattern. Surviving examples of these 50 year old GT packages
are quite rare. Your kit will include a package as shown above right, with a GT transistor inside. Some
packages have writing from the original owner indicating actual performance measurements.
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GT Transistor Research and Improved “A-Types”: General Transistor established an active computer
transistor research program and developed a comprehensive series of improved transistor types in 1959,
identified as the New “A-Types”, which incorporated many of the design refinements implemented as a result
of the research program. The above ad appeared in the January 1959 edition of Electronics magazine and
documents many of new and improved GT “A-Types”. Note the specific list of “popular computer types”. All
the devices listed in the ad had been developed by GT and registered with JEDEC in the 1957 timeframe. The
improved “A-Types” were developed by GT, and were registered with JEDEC in the early 1960s by GI, shortly
after the acquisition of General Transistor by General Instrument.
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2N519A: General Transistor Corporation was a leading supplier of germanium computer transistors,
beginning in the mid-1950s until 1960, when the company was acquired by General Instrument. GT registered
the original 2N519 with JEDEC in 1958 as a PNP germanium alloy transistor particularly suited for both small
signal and medium speed switching applications. The 2N519A was registered in 1961 as an improved version
of the 2N519 by General Instrument. General Transistor devices typically used the unique TO-9 case style,
which was common in the 1950s prior to the standardization by most manufacturers to the JEDEC TO-5.
The 2N519A transistors at above left are TO-9, date code 1958 week 52, all identified with a small “GT”
stamp. The 2N519A was a rugged industrial type transistor, although the low switching speed of .5
megacycles limited in use in higher speed computers. The 2N519A did find use in analog computer
applications, as the basis for operational amplifier design. For example, patents 3187233 and 3206691
describe “op amp” circuits for the 2N519A.
RCA E2: General Transistor developed both PNP and NPN germanium transistors for the 1950s computer
industry. This was a competitive advantage, and as a result, GT supplied transistors to a number of computer
companies, including those large companies that also manufactured transistors. For example, shown at upper
right are NPN transistors, marked as “GT” with a date code of 1957, and labeled as “RCA – E2”. RCA was an
early leader in the manufacture of transistor computers (for example the 501) and also in the manufacture
of PNP computer transistors (for example the famous 2N404). RCA did not manufacture germanium NPN
computer transistors, so its likely that the above devices were built to RCA specifications by GT and then
subsequently used by RCA in their computer products. For example, the GT NPN type 2N357 was used in
the RCA 300 computer. These “E2” types have similar characteristics to the GT 2N357 series and are
extremely rare examples of a unique and early computer transistor.
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High Voltage GT Computer Transistors for Tube Replacement: The January 1959 edition of Electronics
magazine contained the above General Transistor ad for a unique set of specialized computer transistors.
By the late 1950s, most electronic circuits used in computers had been implemented with solid state
technology, but a few specialized applications still used the earlier electron tube technology.
Such
applications included drivers for gas-filled displays and drivers for high inductive loads such as printers and
relays. This would likely have been a fairly small and short-lived market, since many transistor manufacturers
were designing high voltage transistors at this time and the use of electron tubes in computers was rapidly
waning. With unique devices such as these, and a very broad range more mainstream transistors, General
Transistor maintained its leadership position in computer transistors into the 1960s.
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General Instrument Germanium Computer Transistors: Above are sections of an ad from the November 1958
edition of Electronics magazine documenting the technical details of a newly developed GT line of very high
speed switching devices. These transistors used a technology known as “drift-field”, which had been developed
by Herbert Kroemer at RCA in the mid-1950s. GT registered these devices with JEDEC in July 1958 and GI
continued to manufacture these high performing computer transistors well into the 1960s.
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1950s and 1960s Computer Circuit Boards with GT Transistors: At upper left is a photo of a “495”
series circuit board from the Univac File Computer system. This specific board is identified as a ”Relay
Puller” and is stamped with a 1959 date code. As shown in the enlarged view above, eight GT transistors are
used – these are identified with Univac internal part numbers and are stamped “GT” with 1958 date codes.
Note also that eight black RCA 2N586 transistors are used – these are larger, higher power devices that
would be required to activate the relay coils. GT did not manufacture high power transistors, so devices
from other companies would be required. The small circuit board at upper right is a transistorized module
used in the Control Data CDC 160A computer and the related CDC 160 and 6400 computers, introduced in
1960 as the first transistorized high performance commercial computer system. The transistors on this
board are stamped “GT” with date codes from 1959 and 1960. Note that CDC used its internal part numbers
for these transistors (CDC 101). Other circuit boards from these computers used transistors labeled as
CDC 102, 103 and 104. Both circuit boards shown above are examples of two major customers of General
Transistor devices (Univac and CDC), and the computers sold by these companies likely accounted for millions
of transistors manufactured by GT in the 1950s and 1960s.
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GT’s Engineers Develop the GT-122 Computer Transistor: Computer Controls Company (3C) was a major
manufacturer of minicomputers and computer logic modules in the 1950s and 1960s. The above ad from the
June 1957 issue of Computers and Automation illustrates how General Transistor was eager to work with
computer companies in developing transistors to meet specific requirements. Although originally developed
for 3C, the GT-122 transistor was soon made available as a standard GT product, and was listed in the 1958
Electronic Industries Transistor Data Chart as a 5MC high performing computer transistor.
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General Transistor Offers Broad Range of Transistors
General Transistor Corporation was an early leader in the
design and production of germanium transistors.
GT
transistors were used extensively in 1950s commercial
products including hearing aids, radios and computers. The
scan shown above is a partial excerpt of a GT ad from the
February 20, 1959 edition of Electronics magazine. In
addition to the high speed and general purpose transistors
mentioned above, other GT germanium transistor types
highlighted in this ad included bilateral, drift, high voltage
and phototransistors - gold bonded diodes and an early
silicon transistor type are also noted. As further indication
of the success of General Transistor and its expanding
product line, the 1960 Lafayette Radio Semi-Conductor
Directory documents over 120 available GT transistor types.
GT transistors were used in large quantities by Univac, CDC
and other 1950s computer companies. For example, the
circuit board at left is a digital computer flip-flop module,
which was manufactured by 3C (Computer Control Company)
– this module uses three GT793 transistors, date coded
1958 week 44. General Transistor used both the standard
“2N” identification system for its devices as well as a
proprietary “GT” numbering system. The transistors in this
module use the distinctive and easily identifiable TO-9 case
style common to many GT transistors. General Transistor
was acquired by General Instrument Corp in 1960, which
continued to manufacture the broad range successful GT
transistor types. At left are examples of the 1950s GT
transistor packaging (note the data processing graphics) and
a 1960s GI transistor package.
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General Instrument Germanium Computer Transistors: Above are sections of an ad from the January 1961
Proceedings of the IRE, identifying some of the types of germanium computer transistors available at that
time from the General Instrument Semiconductor Division of the General Instrument Corporation. There are
a couple of historically important aspects of early computer transistor history reflected in this ad: (1) General
Instrument (GI) had not been documented as a manufacturer of transistors in the 1950s, and this ad, from
early 1961, is likely one of the first industry ads from GI indicating availability of transistors and (2) GI had
acquired a leading transistor company, General Transistor, in 1960 and this acquisition was the primary
approach used by GI to become a transistor manufacturer. Note the reference to General Transistor in the
ad, both in the text below the graph, and also in the company “logos” at the bottom of the ad – “GT” becomes
“GI”. General Instrument used a somewhat ambiguous identification stamp on their transistors from the early
1960s, so that the stamp could be read as either a stylized “GT” or “GI”. General Transistor had been an early
leader in high speed germanium computer transistors from the mid-1950, and GI was surely interested in
maintaining this business after the 1960 acquisition – note the focus of the ad on computer transistors. The
transistor types listed in the above ad (2N469A, 2N593, 2N596, 2N398, 2N1310, 2N1678, 2N317A, 2N358A,
2N523A, 2N447A, 2N604 and 2N501A) had all been available from GT, so General Instrument was able to
quickly position itself as major supplier of transistors. Throughout the 1960s, GI established a solid reputation
as a second-source supplier of germanium transistors, primarily for military and industrial applications and, by
1966, developed and sold a broad range of semiconductors.
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JAN 2N1305: The 2N1302 - 2N1309 series of transistors was originally developed by Texas Instruments
in the late 1950s to provide a complementary range of NPN/PNP high-frequency transistors for computer
and switching applications. The 2N1305 is the PNP complement to the NPN 2N1304 transistor, both of which
will operate up to a cutoff frequency of 5MC. This series of transistors was very successful and was used
extensively throughout the 1960s and 1970s in commercial and military computer applications. Several
transistor manufacturers, including General Instrument, second-sourced this popular line of computer
transistors, and the 2N1305s shown above left are devices from GI. These units are marked as “JAN
2N1305”, which means this transistor type was manufactured and tested to meet the Joint Army-Navy
specifications, and thus was qualified for military use. Note also the difference in the color of the
glass/epoxy header material between the two leftmost units above. This color difference commonly
occurred in germanium transistors from this timeframe, and it is unclear as to the significance, if any, of
these differences. Finally, note the manufacturer ID “GIT” for General Instrument Transistor.
U.S. Army 2N425: The 2N425/6/7/8 line of computer transistors was registered with JEDEC by Raytheon
in 1957 and was a very successful product line throughout the 1950s and 1960s. Many other transistor
companies second-sourced these transistors, including General Instrument, as shown above right. Raytheon
had originally developed these transistors under contract from the Army Signal Corps, and large quantities
were later manufactured and tested to meet specific Army specifications. As shown above, these transistors
were labelled “U.S. Army”. The specific GI units shown have date code 1966 week 46, and appear somewhat
crudely manufactured, especially when compared with the more refined case “finish and consistency” of the
1971 vintage GI 2N1305 transistors at upper left. Also, the GI 2N425 units are poorly stamped, and the
type info is difficult to identify without magnification. The 2N425 type was used extensively in early
computers, including the 1960 Univac LARC.
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2N501: The 2N501 transistor type was registered by Philco with JEDEC in 1959, with the following
description: “The 2N501 is a hermetically sealed Micro Alloy Diffused-base Transistor (MADT) specifically
designed for very high speed switching applications. Reliable operation of the 2N501 in switching circuits
has been achieved at speeds in excess of 20 megacycles”. Philco had established an early 1950s leadership
position in high speed transistor design with the famous SBT (Surface Barrier Technology), and the MADT
was an extension of this original type. Because of the excellent high speed performance, the 2N501 and
related types were sold in large quantities. General Transistor had been licensed by Philco to manufacture
MADT transistors and General Instrument continued to second source this popular product line well into the
1960s. The GI units shown at upper left are examples from 1964. These very high speed switching
transistors were used in many historic computers, including the MIT TX-2 and the Univac LARC.
2N404: General Transistor in the 1950s, and later General Instrument in the 1960s, excelled in establishing
second source manufacturing for computer transistors that had been developed initially by other companies.
The GI 2N404 transistors shown at upper right are an example of this second source process. RCA
introduced the 2N404 in 1957, and this robust general purpose computer transistor soon became an “industry
standard” and sold in the millions for data processing, military and industrial switching applications. Because
of the widespread acceptance of the 2N404, many companies became second source suppliers, including
Raytheon, Sylvania, Tungsol, TI, GE, and General Instrument. Several versions of the 2N404 were developed,
including the 2N404A (higher voltage capability) and the USAF 2N404 (qualified for military use) – see
above far right GI USAF 2N404. The GI 2N404 transistor included in this kit is dated from the 1960s and
is of type 2N404, 2N404A or USAF 2N404.
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General Instrument Builds on the Radio Receptor and General Transistor Semiconductor Legacy: The
above is a scan of the cover of the 1962/1963 General Instruments Semiconductor product catalog. By this
time, GI had completed the acquisition of the General Transistor Corporation and the extensive list of GI
germanium transistors shown in the catalog reflect many model numbers originally developed by General
Transistor. GI was also manufacturing germanium diodes and many model numbers shown in the catalog were
originally developed by Radio Receptor, which General Instrument had acquired in the mid-1950s. The catalog
also lists a small number of silicon transistors from GI. At this time in semiconductor history, NPN silicon
mesa transistors, originally developed by Fairchild, were just becoming available and GI was active in second
sourcing this new technology. Fairchild silicon planar transistors were also just becoming commercially
available as were the first integrated circuits (developed by Fairchild and Texas Instruments). Although
this catalog is too early to list planar transistors and integrated circuits, General Instrument did aggressively
develop and manufacture these silicon devices in very large quantities, well into the 1970s and 1980s. Building
on the historic 1950s germanium product types from Radio Receptor and General Transistor, General
Instrument established and maintained a successful semiconductor business for many years.
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